
Did you know that… 
 

 
… More than any other grape, Gewürztraminer recalls 

delicate notes of roses, lychee and the spiciness of cloves. 

Thanks to its aromatics, Gewürztraminer is an ideal match 

for countless dishes, allowing for exciting and surprising 

pairings. Evidence shows that Gewürztraminer has been 

cultivated in our area for over a thousand years. Here in 

Tramin, Gewürztraminer has found the ideal environment 

for developing its distinctive, intense aromas. Here, 

Gewürztraminer has found soil of limestone mixed with 

clay that promptly releases the heat stored during the 

hottest hours of the day, thus preserving the soil’s 

humidity. This extraordinary combination of 

environmental elements gives our Gewürztraminers 

aroma, body and a pleasant touch of acidity. 

Natur. Veda. Spa 

 
Today 

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm                                             with Harald 

 

Infusion 

Today  Infusion „Gewürztraminer“ at 5:30 pm in the 

panoramic sauna with Harald.  

The individual aromas of the wine come out particularly 

well and transform this infusion into a true olfactory 

experience that touches all of your senses. 

 

 

Treatment Tip 

 
Relaxmassage with Grape seed oil  

This massage with the calming grape seed oil supplies 

the skin with important acids. It invigorates and 

strenghtens the tissue and is overall very healthy for the 

elasticity oft he skin. It is best used in a massage to 

obtain the most benefits.  

ca. 25 Min. € 42,-- 

ca. 50 Min. € 65,-- 

 

 

 

Product Tip 

Trehs Moonwood oil 

Like a stroll through the pine forests. Sleep-inducing & 

relaxing, ideal for a fragrance lamp and for sauna 

infusions. 

 

15 ml                                                     € 15,00 

 
 

Thursday, 15th September 2022   

 
Even a heavy door only needs a small key. 

Charles Dickens 

 

Weather 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Today’s weather 

Sun and clouds with some rain showers, also some 

thunderstorms possible. High temperatures between 21° 

and 26°. 

Excursion Tip 

 
Glurns- a jewel of South Tyrol 
 

Glurns, the smallest town in South Tyrol, enchants all 

visitors with its charming medieval flair, the completely 

preserved circular city walls and the three picturesque 

gate towers. Hardly changed since the 16th century, the 

eventful history of the former trading town can be felt in 

every corner. The romantic character, the rich cultural life 

and the idyllic surroundings make Glurns a unique Alpine 

jewel. Situated on the valley floor of the Vinschgau Valley, 

surrounded by majestic mountains, the surrounding area 

also invites you to exciting activities. 

 

 

 



 

Culinary delight 

 
Homemade butter with Maldon salt | homemade 

spinach bread 

- - - - 

All kinds of garden salads | fine dressings 

- - - - 

Bresaola beef ham | white bread | cream cheese | 

caviar with balsamic vinegar  

- - - -  

Homemade soup | organic carrot from our own 

cultivation | ginger oil | Amaretto  

or 

 

Drink | Sangria 

- - - - 

Homemade Chestnut Tagliatelle Pasta | wild boar 

ragu | raspberries 

or 

 

Eggplant gratin | buffalo mozzarella espuma   
 

- - - - 

Knuckle of veal | organic zucchini from our own 

cultivation | puree of organic apples from our own 

cultivation |licorice 

or 
 

Sea bass | balsamic vinegar tapioca | smoked 

provola cheese | Pleurotus mushroom 

or 
 

Fried pizza | tomato coulis | fresh green cheese | 

organic vegetables from our own cultivation 

- - - - 

Dessert buffet from our pâtissier 

- - - - 

Cheese from the buffet | homemade Chutneys 
 

 | Vegetarian Vitality Menu 

 

 

 

Aperitif Recommendation 
 
 

Tangerine Sparkling | prosecco | tangerine | orange| 

soda 

Glass Euro 7,20.- 

 

Wine Recommendation 
 

Bright yellow in the glass. Fruity, reminiscent of ripe apple and 

white blossom, minerally, redolent of wet limestone. Succulent 

on the palate with tangy, mineral acidity finishing long with 

lingering fruit on the aftertaste. 

Pinot Blanc „Eichhorn“ DOC | Winery Manincor 

Euro 42,00.- 

 

A triple offering pure pleasure with intensive aromas of ripe 

wild berries, cassis and zesty notes. The softness and elegance 

of the Merlot and the body and distinctiveness of the Cabernet 

combine harmoniously to form an elegant unity.  

Cuvée Riserva „Anticus“ DOC 2015 | Weingut Baron 

Salvadori-Nals 

Euro 51,00.- 

 

 
 

Open wines by the glass 
 

White wine 

Lugana „Camilla” DOC | Winery Malavasi             € 6,00.- 

Chardonnay “Kleinstein” | Winery Bolzano   € 6,00.- 

Sauviginon | Winery Bolzano                € 6,00.- 

Gewürztraminer | Winery Plattenhof    € 6,00.- 
 

Red wine 

Merlot Collection „Graf Huyn“ | Winery Bolzano € 6,00.- 

Cabernet “Turmhof” | Tiefenbrunner   € 6,00.- 

Lagrein „Perl“ | WInery Bozen                       € 6,00.- 
 

Rosé wine  

Rosé „Casetto“ | Winery Casetto                                   € 6,00.- 
 

Dessert wine  

Fior d’Arancio Passito „Alpianae” | Winery Vignalta   € 8,50.- 
 
Digestif Recommendation 
 

Averna 
Glass Euro 6,00.- 


